Some REDUCE facilities are presented for pretty printing formal (partial) derivatives, for arrayand matrix subcripts and for operators with arbitrary arguments. The package is completely written in Standard LISP and can be considered as an addition to the output repertoire of the algebraic mode of REDUCE.
i. Introduction
When recently exploring the possibilities of an empirical algorithm, proposed by Chen and Kaup [I] , to obtain conservation laws of the BenjaminOno equation [5] , the present REDUCE facilities for vizualizing formal (partial) derivatives were felt as needlessly confusing the comprehensibility of the output. An expression like
4*DF(Q(X,T),X)2*(Q(X,T) * H(DF(Q(X,T),X)) + H(Q(X,T)* DF(Q(X,T),X)))
is far less pleasant than the usual notation (I) 4q~[q.H(q x) + H(q.qx)]
In this respect MACSYMA [6] for instance is more satisfactory then REDUCE [2] . However, when consulting the sourcecode of REDUCE, we "discovered" that some slight modifications, in fact only a few 16 hundred lines of code, already allow a much improved lay-out of the type of expressions often occuring in mathematical physics and as for example given by (i). But one must be careful with such an attempted burglary.
The internal representation of an expression in REDUCE is employed, subject to the the current output controlling flag configuration, to temporarily construct a prefix expression, which is actually used to produce the output in the usual mathematical infix notation. The llne containing the leading operator of the output expression is preceded by a line in which the exponents occur.
Hence the dimensioning algorithm has an upward structure, since only exponents are lifted. It creates "outputstrings", using breakpoint positions, dictated by the current linelength value.
Using a subscript notation to vizualize derivatives demands an extra printline. It also requires a contraction of the "outputstrings", implying a resetting of the breakpoint positions. In addition it is elegant to implement a leftshift of the exponents of derivatives, if occuring, in the "outputstring" preceding the one containing the function symbols. We implemented these modifications. However a wish to use this Subscript notation also for derivatives occuring in exponents contradicts the design philosophy of the REDUCE output routines too seriously, since it requires a two-way strategy [4] . This was beyond our intention, certainly when having an expression analysis package [7] at our disposal, which easily allows to display or print exponents separately, after having them replaced by new identifiers.
Similar facilities are implemented for matrix-and for array-subscripts and for operators with integer arguments only, which are in practice applicable as extendable arrays.
Another aspect of attempting to improve the comprehensibility of mathematical physical output which can be taken into account is the habit to frequently suppress formal arguments of functions or operators in a context dependent way. In (I) for instance H stands for the Hilbert transform 
